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Abstract

This report investigates how better forecasts can be made for the future in volatile industries by
combining statistical predictions with strategic thinking. As scenario planning lacks a rich theoretical
background, its development in practice is also limited (Chermack, 2004). While some paper discusses
strategic thinking and numerical forecasts together, their capture is mostly descriptive and hardly even
comparative. This paper examines whether it is beneficial to use a combined method of the two and if
yes, what challenges have to be overcome to have the technique result in better quality forecasts. The
findings state, that it does indeed provide valuable insights into the possibilities of the future to apply
a mixed method consisting of time-series analysis and scenario planning and the learnings could be
greater than when the techniques are put to use separately.
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Introduction

TOPIC
This paper is exploring short-term forecasting methods based on historical data and scenario
planning, which facilitates longer-term, strategic decision making. The data collected and
analyzed in the thesis tries to see how a mathematical, statistical short-term, more accurate
method and a long-term qualitative speculation could be beneficially combined. This report
explores some aspects of forecasting in general, while focusing on the above mentioned two
methods and striving for introducing the advantages of using them complimentary to one
another. The energy industry, with its volatile nature, serves as a background to depict the
prediction techniques.
Predictions for the future are key in numerous analyses of energy and environment, as they
provide a base for planning production, forecasting consumption and environmental impact
such as air pollution and climate change. They are often the base of environmental policy
making or show where technological innovations are most needed (O`Neill & Desai, 2005)
Institutions such as the International Energy Agency started doing projections of the energy
demand and consumption decades ago (Cabeza et al 2018).

IMPORTANCE, RELEVANCE, VALUE
Planning for the future is not just useful, but necessary in many situations such as new product
development, resource planning or cost-cutting. According to Cummings and Worley (2001)
companies must do their best to find an optimal fit with their external environment since they
are open systems themselves (Chermack 2004)
When considering the energy business specifically, we talk about an industry with many
factors. Environmental goals, technical innovations, new markets, numerous competitors, and
the weather are just some of the important players that has significant effect on the competing
organizations. According to Cabeza et al (2018) all countries are interested in making accurate
forecasts for the future energy consumptions and they all try to shift towards using sustainable
and renewable energy resources to a larger extent. To achieve their goal, forecasting models
are fundamental tools to people planning the future of the energy business, their work also
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contributes to policy making and decision making in administrations for a more sustainable
future.

While there are some academic articles comparing different forecast methods in a descriptive
manner and some that only depicts them separately, only a few discusses them together. The
comparisons are usually limited at listing the advantages and drawbacks of each method next
to each other. This thesis tries to outline how it could be beneficial to apply two different
methods combined in order to utilize the advantage of both, and what challenges does it
promote when this new technique is applied.
In the past, “the presence of economies of scale, lesser focus on environmental concerns,
predictability of regulation and a favourable public image all made the process of forecasting
demand much simpler. In contrast, today an underestimate could lead to undercapacity, which
would result in poor quality of service including localized brownouts or even blackouts. An
overestimate could lead to the authorization of a plant that may not be needed for several
years” (Bohr). This promotes the need for optimization of forecasting.

MOTIVATION
Working for Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy, I see firsthand examples of cases where
better ways of forecasting would improve working processes or optimize outcomes. The need
for being prepared for long-term possible events is just as significant as the one for data
accuracy and accurate short-term analysis.
As scenario planning is a tool that can capture a wide range of possible future outcomes in rich
detail (Schoemaker, 1995) uncertainties in the long-term thinking can be recognized and
thought about by identifying trends (Schoemaker, 1995). In my opinion, the thought, that this
method could somehow be combined with statistical data analysis based on historical data
needs to be examined.

PROBLEM FORMULATION
The challenges concerning the energy industry and the changes in it in recent years propose
the need to make better forecasts in a volatile industry. The possibility of combining methods
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and the need for optimized techniques of forecasting together raise the research questions of
this report:
•

How is it beneficial to combine a statistical forecasting method with scenario planning?

•

What challenges does the use of the combined method propose?

Answering these two questions means we will know how is it possible to use the two otherwise very different method – in a combined way, what challenges arise when it is done
and once we overcome these challenges, what is the actual value of the new method?

WHAT IS A VOLATILE INDUSTRY AND WHAT CHALLENGES COME WITH IT? ENERGY INDUSTRY
INTRODUCTION

Figure 1 shows a timeline highlighting some of the most important events in the energy
industry from 1927 until the present.

Apr. 22, 2009 First Framework
for Wind Energy
Development on
the US Outer
Continental Shelf
Announced

1927 - First
Commercial
Wind Turbines
Sold to Generate
Electricity on
Remote Farms

Dec. 1980 World's First
Wind Farm Built
in New
Hampshire

Sep. 20, 2013 EPA Issues New
Proposed Rule to
Cut Greenhouse
Gas Emissions
from New Power
Plants

Apr. 20, 2010 BP Oil Rig
Explodes &
Causes Largest
Oil Spill in US
History

Oct. 27, 2009 - US
Invests $3.4
Billion to
Modernize
Energy Grid

Sep. 1, 2011 Solar Power
Company
Solyndra
Declares
Bankruptcy after
Receiving $528
Million in Federal
Loan Guarantees

May 9, 2018 Solar Power to
Be Required on
All New
California Homes
by 2020

June 2, 2014 EPA Proposes
First Ever Rules
to Reduce
Carbon Emissions
from Existing
Power Plants

Mar. 22, 2019 New Mexico
Commits to 100%
Renewable
Energy for
Electricity by
2050

Figure 1: Some of the most important events in the history of the energy industry (1927 – now)
source: own editing based on procon.org historical timeline (see in Links)

When considering the most important events of the energy industry history, we can see that
the last decades show similar trends: shifting toward renewable energy and sustainability more
and more, and environmental policies that set goals for a greener future. Figure 2 shows the
ratio of most common energy sources producing electricity in 2015.
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Figure 2: World gross electricity
production by source 2015.
Source: Electricity Information
Overview 2017

Other than the trends, it is important to acknowledge that the energy industry is quite volatile
due to its resource dependency, the appearance of new competitors, the high number of
stakeholders, etc. and it is also fast-paced because of the innovations and new technologies.
An organization in this industry has multiple factors to consider. How much governmental
subsidy will be available for production companies in renewable energy in the next few years?
Is there going to be a sufficient amount of resources? Is there going to be a need for any type
of import? Will the supply and demand curve get closer to each other? If it is technically and
in terms of capacity possible to increase production, will there be an efficient form of energy
storage solution available? Is there a way to mitigate the insecurity of supply, that most
significantly poses problems in weather dependent renewable energy sources? As Hitchin
(2017) proposes one of these problems: “Matching electricity demand and supply is one of the
vital roles played by system operators, but changing conditions are forcing them to adapt to a
shifting grid”.
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DELIMITATION
As a short-term data-based forecast method this paper refers to time-series analysis. Within
the energy industry this thesis mostly concentrates on electricity demand and wind power.
As scenario planning was developed by practitioners to be able to think of unexpected future
outcomes and to formulate strategic answers to the occurrences of the future, the method
applied in different companies in different parts of the world could differ from each other; this
thesis focuses on the methodology based on academic articles.
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Conceptual Framework

The following section comprises the knowledge base, most important definitions, relevant
concepts and empirical framework found in academic papers and relevant articles, or to put it
in other words, what there is to know about the field of the research questions. While
conducting the research in the admissible literature, more credit was given to the papers cited
the most times and the ones that agree with one another and repeat the concepts most
academics rely on.
As mentioned before, the paper highlights and compares two forecasting techniques: scenario
planning and time series analysis. Other – in some cases even similar – forecasting methods
while mentioned, are not the focus of this paper. The thesis reflects on these concepts within
the energy industry.
FORECASTING AND STRATEGIC THINKING IN GENERAL
While it is clear that no one has a crystal bowl and therefore it is impossible to foresee the
future, it was proven beneficial in many aspects to make forecasts for the future. When it
comes to techniques as to how we can do it, it seems easy to differentiate methods based on
the time frame they look at. However empirical studies define short-term, mid-term and longterm in significantly different ways, in some cases leaving the reader to speculate about which
definition would fit best with the context they are researching.
The reason for this, according to Paul Hague`s paper Forecasting and Scenario Planning – is
that in the 1960’s and 1970’s economies had greater stability, therefore organizations could
relatively easily plan five years ahead. Today’s markets deal with higher uncertainty and
complexity, and the foreseeable future of a given company also highly depends on the industry
it operates in. This thesis accepts Paul Hague’s definition of time horizons:
•

Short-term forecasts concerned with periods up to a year;

•

Medium-term forecasts which look beyond a year as far as three years;

•

Long-term forecasts which are predictions beyond three years.

When it is decided what time horizon the forecast is for it is important to find an appropriate
technique that can provide as accurate predictions as possible. However which method will
work best for our goals does not just depend on the time horizon we look at.
9

The following Figure 3 shows the result of a survey examining the use of strategic thinking
tools. In the figure we can see that scenario planning is – in spite of its poor theoretical
foundation – often used.

Figure 3: Popular tools for strategic thinking. Source: stratfor.com, 2015
The same article by Paul Hague discusses the role of the forecast within the organization and
separates the following, most significant groups:
•

Corporate planning, that would identify opportunities and threats in the future

•

Environment, product and market planning, which would set objectives for

•

Promotion and sales, production planning, that is highly affected by the anticipated
demand, or

•

Financial planning which predicts future costs.

Based on what we want our forecast to focus on and how far ahead future we want to
investigate, there are several techniques that can help managers make predictions.
Schoemaker distinguishes four different types of areas that can be forecasted based on their
level of uncertainties and complexity (Figure 4).
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Figure 4: Uncertainty and complexity. Source: Schoemaker 2008
According to Schoemaker (2008), complexity and uncertainty poses the most significant
challenge in forecasting. He defines
•

complexity as the number of variables and the extent to which they are interrelated,
and

•

uncertainty as the degree of available knowledge about the target variable.

As seen in the figure above, four areas can be distributed based on these two qualities of the
issues to be forecasted, and for these areas Schoemaker proposes different methods work
best. Econometric models for instance are best for cases with high complexity but low
uncertainty, point estimates work well in cases where both the uncertainty and the complexity
are low, e.g. when issues about a known product are about to be forecasted in a stable
environment. Numerical predictions work well in cases where the complexity is low.
The most difficult issues to forecast are the ones where both uncertainty and complexity are
high, in these cases it poses a great challenge to capture both qualities at the same time.
“Scenario planning may offer a good compromise between a highly formal model and informal
conjecture” (Schoemaker, 2008). Maintaining an open mind and provide a good starting point
in high uncertainty-high complexity cases is the most important thing to keep in mind, for the
focus is more on learning from the process than the result of the forecast itself. According to
Schoemaker (2008), scenario planning is a proven practical tool to handle HH cases, where the
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organizational context is rich, the environment is complicated, the issues consider the big
picture and participants have deeply different opinions about how the future might unfold.

SCENARIO PLANNING
Definitions
Scenario planning is a method developed dominantly by practitioners, thus it has limited
theoretical foundations, it is theoretically underdeveloped (Derbyshire, 2016). According to
Derbyshire (2016), “the lack of argument in relation to scenario planning`s theoretical
underpinning has led to a proliferation of methods and approaches”. Chermack (2004) shares
the same views: “The problem is that there is presently no theory of scenario planning and,
thus, scenario planning practices are neither fully understood nor fully validated”.
As a result of lack of definite theoretical outlining, some practitioners might apply the process
of scenario planning slightly differently, but they could agree on the benefits of it. Chermack
and Lynham (2002) suggests five primary domains of the use of scenario planning:
a) Changed thinking
b) Improved decision making
c) Improved human learning and imagination
d) Plausible stories about the future and
e) Improved performance.
Even though it is agreed that the method has its benefits, its efficiency has no theoretical proof.

One definition of scenario planning is: “an internally consistent view of what the future might

turn out to be – not a forecast, but one possible future outcome” (Porter, 1985, p. 63), this
phrasing suggests – similarly to other definitions -, that scenario planning does not provide an
accurate and defined forecast for the future, but possibilities. This definition therefore
implies that rather than the forecast as a result, the learning affect should be considered the
major takeaway of this process, open mindedness and preparation for possible future
outcomes therefore might be more of a value when using scenario planning.
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Another definition (Ringland, 1998) explains scenario planning as: “that part of strategic
planning, which relates to the tools and technologies for managing the uncertainties of the
future”.

Once the need for making forecasts is understood, the most obvious challenge is to invent
ways to make better forecasts. Better predictions could be the ones that are more accurate
and are able to look at longer terms of the future. To present better forecasts, it is essential to
be aware of the most common mistakes in forecasting, that are underprediction (most
common) and overprediction of change. Scenario planning presents a solution for that through
its construction process. First, the thinkers` knowledge is to be divided into two areas: things
they believe they know something about and uncertain or unknowable things. The first
component predicts the future based on the past. This is based on continuity and momentum,
assuming, that past events will repeat themselves, that difference from trends will be
insignificant. For example, we can assume that demographic shifts will be similar to the one in
past decades, and that e. g. average age will continue to increase by the same rate. The main
challenge is to separate things the thinkers are relatively confident about (example above)
from those that are rather uncertain. Leaving everything in the bundle of uncertain things
would paralyze the process, but it is important to not be overly confident. Obvious examples
of uncertainties could be future interest rates, oil prices, results of political elections,
innovations etc. When considering the uncertainties, it is practical not to think of too many
possibilities but rather concentrate on a low, medium and high outcome. This way the number
of scenarios the thinkers have at the end of the process, does not paralyze the usability of
them.

Although future research is needed in this area, scenarios have been suggested as tools for
developing organizational learning, and decision-making. According to Chermack (2004) the
process of scenario planning cannot be developed further until it gets a more defined
theoretical background and a solid method to measure the impact of the use of it.
Furthermore, the effectiveness of the organizational use of scenario planning is unlikely to
increase without these two elements.
Not many of the possible strategic thinking tools would capture future possibilities so detailed
as scenario planning. It helps managers overcome errors more usual in other techniques such
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as overconfidence and tunnel vision, and it makes managers think of possibilities they would
otherwise overlook. When applying scenario planning, the thinkers identify basic trends and
key uncertainties that provide the base for the future scenarios. (Schoemaker, 1995).
Scenario planning is a creative tool that helps creating different scenarios. (Hernandez, 2018)
This is something that all papers agree on. It is also mentioned in most articles describing
scenario planning, that it is a method that consists of several steps – but the lack of actual
theory in this field prevents the descriptions of the method to be identical (Wade, 2012; Ogilvy,
2014). Scenario planning was developed in practice and although there have been a few
attempts at creating a theory for it (Chermack for example), both the articles and the
practitioners slightly differ in how it is actually conducted, but there are significant points they
agree on such as how understanding uncertainties is a key point (Hernandez, 2018).
Scenario planning, instead of claiming an ability to predict the future, tells multiple stories that
cover a wide range of possible future outcomes. One of its advantages is it makes decision
makers consider paradigms that challenge their current mind-set. It persuades the to think the
unthinkable (Chermack, 2001).
The distinguishing characteristic of scenarios is that they are not actual predictions or
forecasts. Nor the long-term, nor the short-term effects of scenario planning are fully
understood, for the lack of firm theoretical background behind the method (van der Heijden
1997, Ringland 1998). Consequently, how scenario planning impacts the capabilities of
business leaders is not fully understood, the impact of scenarios on their decision-making
process is not clearly depicted. (Chermack, 2004)
The lack of explicit theoretical roots has also led to the application of scenario planning in
different ways, and there is a number of practitioners, that have not the time to reflect upon
the implications of their organizational interventions. (Chermack, 2004)
It has arisen as a concern, that strategic planners over-simplified the use of scenarios, mistaking
the nature of imagination and story-telling with forecasting (Ringland 1998).
Schoemaker`s (1995) definition of scenario planning is: “a tool for strategic thinking, that tries
to capture a range of possibilities in a highly detailed manner, persuade decision makers to
think of changes they would otherwise overlook. It organizes the possible future outcomes into
narratives (scenarios) which are easier to understand and work with than large volumes of
data. The most important aim of scenario planning is to “challenge the prevailing mind-set”.
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While managers are often affected by biases limiting their vision for future possibilities, the
ones whose imagination enable them to see a wider range of possible future outcomes will be
in a better position to take advantage of unexpected opportunities or to be prepared for future
challenges.
Scenario planning – as opposed to econometrics (mentioned above) and time-series analyses
for instance, can simplify huge amount of data into a limited number of possible futures. Each
of these outcomes tell a story of how the variables might interact under certain conditions.
The boundaries of each scenario might be fuzzy at times, but the narratives are detailed and
realistic, directing the attention of managers to possibilities they otherwise might overlook.
Other often applied techniques in strategic thinking are contingency planning, sensitivity
analysis and computer stimulations. As oppose to these methods, scenario planning considers
more than one uncertainty, in fact it depicts the impact of multiple uncertainty parallelly. It
also differs from other methods as it looks at the accumulated effect of multiple variables
changing at the same time, while other methods tend to only change one variable while
keeping all others constant. Moving only one variable could also be useful when looking at
smaller changes on shorter terms, e.g. what will happen to the oil demand when the GNP
increases by a small fraction of a percent? (Schoemaker, 1995). However, when the changes
are more significant, it is unlikely that any other variable would stay constant (in case of the
example above, if the GNP changes by more than a small fraction of a percent, interest rates,
money supply, etc. would also change). That is why it is a great advantage of scenario planning,
that it considers the effect of the change in multiple variables at the same time, without
keeping any of them constant. It usually shows the new situation that is developed after major
shocks

or

major

changes

in

key

variables.

Another significant characteristic of scenario planning is that rather than simply providing an
output of a complex simulation model, it attempts to interpret its results by “identifying
patterns and clusters among the millions of possible outcomes a computer simulation might
generate”. As many papers agree, after the process of scenario planning, the thinkers should
end up with 2-5 different scenarios.
Rightfully, the question surfaces - In which organizations is it most beneficial to use scenario
planning?
•

The industry or environment has high uncertainty

•

Many costly surprises have occurred in the past
15

•

The company needs to exploit opportunities to a higher efficiency

•

Strategic thinking in the organization is not a strength…

•

The industry is experiencing significant changes

•

The competitors work with scenario planning

The Process
Scenario planning can be conducted with 9-30 participants (Wade, 2012), but it is a key for
everyone to understand, that it is no crystal ball and it is impossible to actually know the future
(Wade, 2014). Scenario planning does tell different stories of how the future may unfold
(Wade, 2012).
A good scenario contains 2-5 different narratives (Jay Ogilvy). Ending up with more than 5
scenarios would endanger the simplicity of the method, while having exactly three scenarios
would run the risk that people focus on the most moderate one and consider the other two
narratives less important (Jay Ogilvy).
Although scenarios by themselves do not define a strategy, each of them should be detailed
enough that the strategies developed according to them can be assessed in terms of success
or failure (Ogilvy). Finding a strategy that works through more than one scenario is ideal, but
sometimes the relevant narratives are so diverse that no single strategy could be successful
through all of them.
Most academic papers agree on the process of scenario planning being based on different
steps. According to Schoemaker (1995), the steps are the following:
1. Define scope – determine the time frame of the analysis Identify major stakeholders –
Make a list of people who will be affected, who will have influence etc. on the issue
2. Identify major stakeholders
3. Identify basic trends – examine which “which political, economic, societal,
technological etc. trends will most significantly affect the issues defined in step 1. For
instance, in the energy industry it would be important to consider environmental
regulations, technological inventions in the renewable energy market etc.”
(Schoemaker, 1995)
4. Identify key uncertainties – List those possible events that`s effect would be most
significant on the issues we are concerned with
16

5. Construct initial scenario themes – One way to take this step is to define the most
extreme scenarios by putting all positive affects into one outcome and all negative
effects in another. In this case, what is positive or negative is relative to the given
organization. They can consider events/impacts based on how prepared they for those
are or how difficult would it be for them to develop a strategy for that outcome. The
other scenarios would lie between these two extremities. Another approach
concerning this step would be to highlight the two most important uncertainties and
cross them. This is a bit more realistic technique given that some uncertainties would
be more important than others in a real-life setting. These two ways could get decision
makers some initial themes.
6. Check for consistency and Plausibility – the initial themes at the end of the previous
step are not compelling and consistent storylines yet. It is necessary to check if the
identified trends are really relevant in the examined timeline, if the listed uncertainty
outcomes really go together (e.g. supposing full employment and zero inflation would
make no sense) and lastly. Also, the position of the stakeholders should be checked –
they should not be put into positions which they would not be satisfied with and would
be able to change (because then it is likely to happen).
7. Develop learning scenarios – By now, some general themes have emerged. In this step,
the scenarios that are formed so far are sorted based on how relevant, plausible and
consistent they are.
8. Identify research needs – List of components that need further research. Filling in blind
spots might be possible if some scenarios lack data that could otherwise be available.
9. Develop quantitative models – After the additional research certain interactions can be
formalized via quantitative model.
10. Evolve toward decision scenarios – This step means mingling toward scenarios that can
be used to test strategies.
As seen in the Figure 5 below, Ogilvy (2015) defined similar steps to the process, while Goodwin
and Wright (2001) also defined a similar, step-based approach.
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Figure 5: The steps of the process of scenario planning. Source: Ogilvy, 2015

Some other useful observations:

•

Scenarios should depict commonly different future outcomes, instead of variations
on one theme.

•

It is advised to include in the process, such as major customers, key suppliers,
regulators, consultants, academics.

•

Relevance of scenarios should be evaluated

•

Scenarios should be internally consistent, meaning the assumptions within the
same scenarios should be possible to happen in the same outcome

•

Scenarios should emphasize a wide range of possibilities, even competing
perspectives, interlinkages, relationships between variables

Evaluation of scenarios should also happen against the strategies created – a matrix could
easily show which strategy would work best with most of the scenarios imagined, although
based on the matrix some changes to the “best-fit” strategy could also be proposed and some
changes might be effectuated before implementing the strategy.
Brief history of scenario planning
As we can see there is a general form most widely applied in scenario planning, but in the
present, we can find slightly different formulations of the process too. More qualitative
18

(intuitive, speculating) and more quantitative (based on mathematical algorithms, computerdriven) branches have developed within scenario planning over time, Millet and Randles (1986)
generated a middle-ground type scenario planning methodology though, incorporating both
intuitive and quantitative techniques.
When looking back on the history of scenario planning, the company name Shell is most often
mentioned.
While scenario planning represents an important tool to understand the
critical uncertainties and their interrelationships, this tool is not designed to
choose investment projects and allocate capital efficiently in the best
interest of shareholders. Scenarios should usefully be combined with a real
options approach, as a project’s value may change over time due to the introduction
of new information. Scenarios can contribute to real options at three fundamentals
levels. First, they can help identify future options. Second, they can help
time the decision to exercise an option. And finally, scenarios can provide
important input in the process of evaluating real options (Cornelius et al 2005).

The following Figure 6 shows the development timeline of scenario planning.
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Figure 6: development of scenario planning. Source: Cornelius et al, 2005.
“In the 1970s, many energy companies were surprised by the shock caused by the Middle East
wars and changes within OPEC and lost billions of dollars as a result. The dramatic financial
effects of these changes led at least one organization, Royal Dutch Shell, implementing
scenario planning. In retrospect, it is not clear that Shell’s use of scenario planning gave the
company any significant long-term business advantages, but this could be because too much
dependence was given to this management tool alone. Scenario planning is still worth
considering as one of the options for predicting the future. (…) As early as the turn of the
century, in 2000, the Corporate Strategy Board polled its members to find out what tools they
used most for looking into the future. Responses from 183 corporations showed scenario
planning to be the most popular of eight different tools including SWOT analysis, Delphi polling,
Michael Porter's five forces of competitive position, and other such well-known planning
methods.” (Paul Hague)
“The use of strategic foresight, and scenarios, in particular, explore the future goes back to the
work of Herman Kahn at the RAND corporation in the 1950’s. Kahn used scenarios to
investigate different military strategies for engaging the Soviet Union during the Cold War. He
20

became known for communicating about the future through stories told in the future. A
modern-day example is this 2020 interview with a PepsiCo executive about her work in getting
customized products to consumers in China.
Here’s another example. Running an oil company was pretty simple through the late 1960’s.
Demand grew at 7% per year and supply was unlimited. Strategic planning was nothing more
than knowing when to build the next refinery and add a few new tankers. Then the leaders of
Royal Dutch Shell used scenarios to show the supply of oil would eventually need to be
restricted by the oil producing countries. While they didn’t predict when this would happen,
they knew the signs that would appear as the day approached. Seeing these signposts before
anyone else allowed RDS to stop building refineries, becoming the only oil company not to go
into an overcapacity situation during the oil crisis of 1972.
Scenarios have been famously used to guide government policy and plans. In 1991-1992, the
Republic of South Africa engaged a team from RDS to help them envision the future of RSA
post-apartheid. Named after the resort where the work was done, four Mont Fleur
scenarios were developed. The team then reverse engineered (or backcasted in futurists’
terms) the decisions required along the way to achieve the future state most preferred by all
stakeholders.
In 2010, Christian Crews and Ted Farrington led an 18-month futures study for PepsiCo to
better understand the drivers of consumers’ food and beverage choices in 2020, as well as
what the ideas of health and wellness would mean to these future consumers. Three scenarios
were created and new products, services and business Understanding Strategic Foresight: The
History of Scenario Planning.” (Crews et al, 2017)
Advantages and limitations
Advantages of scenario planning are that it identifies the most critical uncertainties, policy
makers can learn from mistakes without risking significant failures in a real-life setting (Paul
Hague)
On the other hand, this method has some drawbacks too, such as: it could be more time
consuming than other forecasting methods (Wade 2012), it could lead to a false sense of
security (Wade, 2012)
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Scenario planning has a significant advantage when compared to other strategic thinking tools:
it does let multiple variables interact at the same time, looking at what affects they might have
on each other, while other methods tend to leave all but one variable constant and have a look
at the effect of only one change at a time – this captures reality to a lesser extent. (Schoemaker,
1995)

Examples of use in the energy business – because of its advantages:
•

Morgan Bazilian – Energy Access Scenarios in sub/Saharan Africa,

•

Chen et al 2009: Renewable energy technology portfolio planning with scenario
analysis: a case study for Taiwan

Conspicuous from the titles of these two articles is that they look at scenarios for rapidly
changing landscapes. It is emphasized in these papers, that scenario planning is beneficial in
volatile industries, and in these two cases the geographical locations add to the uncertainty of
the future that their analyses look at.

BIG DATA ANALYTICS, TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS

The most important definition to mention in this section:
“Time series consist of sequences of observations collected over time. We will assume the time
periods are equally spaced. (..)Forecasting is estimating how the sequence of observations will
continue into the future.” (Hyndman, 2014)

“Big Data is a new term used to identify datasets that we cannot manage with current
methodologies or data mining software tools due to their large size and complexity.”
“Big Data mining is the capability of extracting useful information from these large datasets or
streams of data. New mining techniques are necessary due to the volume, variability, and
velocity, of such data.” (Fan & Bifet, 2013)
22

As a statistical method, time-series analysis is obviously better defined than strategic planning
tools.
Some definitions that will be needed for the Analysis section - from the book Forecasting:
Principles and Practice by Rob J Hyndman and George Athanasopoulos:
Trend
A trend exists when there is a long-term increase or decrease in the data. It does not have to
be linear. Sometimes we will refer to a trend as “changing direction”, when it might go from
an increasing trend to a decreasing trend.

Seasonal
A seasonal pattern occurs when a time series is affected by seasonal factors such as the time
of the year or the day of the week. Seasonality is always of a fixed and known frequency. The
monthly sales of antidiabetic drugs above shows seasonality which is induced partly by the
change in the cost of the drugs at the end of the calendar year.

Figure 7 and 8 are examples to these:
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Figure 7: US electricity demand between 1949 and 2017, source: EIA
While on Figure 3 we can see that after the start of the Great Recession in 2007 the increase
in demand has first slowed down and then started to decrease, it is clear that in the years
previous to the Great Recession, there was a solid increasing trend in electricity demand in
the US.
“There's no question that the once very strong link between U.S. economic growth and new
energy demand (i.e., energy intensity) has weakened considerably, which can be chalked up
as a natural maturation. One unit of GDP doesn't need to be supported by an equal one unit
of energy input. Yet, for electricity, our most indispensable and convenient form of energy, a
significant uptick in demand is virtually assured: a declining growth rate is not the same as a
decline.” (Clemente, 2018)
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Figure 8: GB electricity demand in a winter and a summer day, source: Gavin 2014

What gives the general definitions and use interesting edge is the specific applications in the
energy industry.

For instance, estimates of the costs of meeting the commitments agreed to in the Kyoto
Protocol differ significantly (Weyant 2001) and “depend strongly on assumptions about what
emissions would be in the absence of policy, which in turn rely heavily on projected
energy use. Similarly, U.S. climate policy announced in 2002 by the Bush
Administration calls for an 18% reduction in the carbon intensity of economic
production within the U.S. by 2012 (Bush Administration 2002). Evaluating what kind
of action might be necessary to achieve this goal requires a projection of energy
intensity and fuel mix in the absence of such a policy.” (O`Neill & Desai, 2003)

In order to make valid calculations, good quality models are fundamental tools to energy planners
as the models created by them will be utilized by policy makers for a more sustainable future.
(Cabeza et al. 2018). Institutions like the International Energy Agency (IEA) started doing
projections in the 1970s. The driving factors taken into account in most cases when creating
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forecasts for the energy consumption (and its expected increase) are the population, economic
growth and urbanization (Cabeza et al 2018).

“Electricity demand forecasting is a central and integral process for planning periodical
operations and facility expansion in the electricity sector. Demand pattern is almost very
complex due to the deregulation of energy markets” (Almeshaiei & Soltan, 2011)

“Because wind power is weather dependent, it is variable and intermittent over various timescales. Thus, accurate forecasting of wind power is recognized as a major contribution for
reliable large-scale wind power integration.” (Wang et al 2011)

As seen in the above-mentioned papers too, in the energy industry, when statistical forecast is
used, we usually see predictions to up to one year ahead (with relatively small or insignificant
error), most of them looking at correlation, standard deviation; using trends, seasonality and
moving averages.
The definitions of these terms are the same in most papers in the field, for instance:
Forecasting Principles and Practice by Hyndman.

ACCURACY

It is the most important aspect to assess to accuracy of statistical analysis when it is discussed
against strategic planning tools – the accuracy. The difference here comes mostly from the
difference in time horizons: statistical analysis usually looks at short-term and that is where
this method is most accurate.

“Evaluations of the accuracy of past projections can provide insight into the uncertainty that
may be associated with current forecasts. They can also be used to identify sources of
inaccuracies, and potentially lead to improvements in projections over time. We find that
energy consumption projections have tended to underestimate future consumption.” (O`Neill
& Desai, 2005)

“Energy planning is fundamental for energy planners to accurately plan for the future and to
utilize the sustainable and renewable energy resources to a larger extent. But how well are we
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able to project the future? In this paper, past projections of global and regional energy
consumption are compared to real data.” (Cabeza et al, 2018)

Saha, and Fildes & Makridakis for instance have further thoughts about assessing the accuracy
of forecasts and the quality of big data, which has a huge impact on the quality of analysis.

Advantages and limitations
“Forecasts that are constructed on the assumption that the future will be much like yesterday
often provide wrong forecasts, therefore such techniques can be quite dangerous as they do
not anticipate shifts in the business environment” (Cornelius et al, 2005)
“Critical examinations of long-range energy forecasts show a remarkable extent of individual
and collective failure in predicting actual developments in five distinct areas examined in this
article: major energy conversions, primary energy requirements, sectoral needs, exhaustion of
energy resources, and energy substitutions.” (Smil, 2000)

SCENARIO PLANNING VS TIME-SERIES ANALYSIS

Figure 9 visualizes a great difference between the two methods.
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Figure 9: Visualized difference between scenario planning and time-series analysis. Source: Cornelius
et al, 2005)

“Extrapolations of past trends are unlikely to produce reliable forecasts in the medium or
long term” (Goodwin and Wright 2001).
“The psychological biases associated with subjective probability estimation, such as
overconfidence in prediction, have been widely researched and documented” (Hogarth and
Makridakis 1981, Tversky and Kahneman 1974).
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Methodology

By the time the reader arrives to this section, the research questions have been proposed
and a description was outlined of what theoretical knowledge is available of the field of these
questions. The following section therefore explains what data is needed to answer the
research questions, how it was collected, how it was analyzed and what was the general
approach, what is the general philosophy of the paper.
To make this section more understandable for the reader, first I start by a brief description of
the data collected. The report discusses two main elements: statistical predictions and scenario
planning as a form of strategic thinking. To set examples and illustrate both these particles, the
thesis comprises two different parts of analysis that fits in the above-mentioned categories:
time-series analysis and scenario planning (respectively).
First, to provide an example for time-series analysis, a historical dataset was downloaded from
Kaggle. It comprises hourly electricity consumption data in the US. This dataset was used to
examine trends, seasonality and to forecast a few months of electricity consumption starting
from when the dataset ends. Having this experiment conducted in this paper let the accuracy
of this type of analysis be assessed too. (As what was prediction of the future compared to the
historical dataset is past to the real present.)
Second, two interviews were conducted with loosely structured interview questions based on
pre-defined effects from World Energy Scenarios – Composing energy futures to 2050 (World
Energy Council, 2013). This was a qualitative, highly opinion-based data collection method with
the goal of gaining insight to the imagination of the energy industry futures of two
professionals working in this business. When creating scenarios for the future the aspects
outlined in these interviews are ones that need to be considered to make valuable storylines,
yet this method of data collection cannot be perfectly repeated by other researchers due to
the quality of it.

Perhaps after this short summary helps make this section more followable as it describes the
approach and design/methods that feature the process of creating this thesis. The problem
formulation, data collection, analysis and interpretation of results were conducted in a
premeditated system that is outlined according to the research onion (figure 10).
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Figure 10: The research onion. Source: Saunders et al. 2016.

RESEARCH PHILOSOPHY
As the research questions already imply, the most significant contribution of this paper would
be providing practical outcomes for future use, to see how we could make better (more
accurate and more long-term) predictions for the energy industry future. This pragmatical
emphasis extends to the whole paper. Even the choice of topic and the connecting theory – or
lack thereof in scenario planning – suggests the dominance of practical values. In pragmatism
the concepts that support actions are the most relevant, consequently this paper is looking to
find a solution for a problem in a real-life setting.
This type of research philosophy combines objectivism and subjectivism, providing a constant
parallel in the thesis, as it is discussing statistical forecasting and scenario planning
concurrently. Moreover, the paper comprises facts and values, accurate knowledge and
contextualized experiences by examining theories, concepts and research findings in terms of
their practical implications instead of an abstract form (Saunders et al. 2016). Epistemological
assumption is also a constant element in this paper, as the research was driven by a sense that
something could be done better in practice. The knowledge, ideas and hypotheses discussed
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are the ones that - in my judgement – focus on the problem and enable successful actions if
actually implemented.
A credible research philosophy is constituted by a consistent set of assumptions (Saunders et
al. 2016). As the most important determinant in pragmatism, the research problem defines the
inner circles of the research onion (other parts of the research design) too.

RESEARCH APPROACH
While this paper explores two different forecasting techniques and compares the theories,
concepts and knowledge associated with them, the focus remains the practical value and a
solution for a down-to-earth challenge. Consequently, this thesis does not aim to build a new
theory, on the contrary, it applies deduction as its dominant approach. It builds on the
assumption that the conclusion is true if the premises are true (Saunders et al. 2016).
First, the two above mentioned forecasting methods are discussed in a general setting and
then they are introduced in a specific context. The hypotheses and propositions are related to
the original theories the paper builds on. The results of the data analysis (propositions) certifies
the applied concepts as either very or false.
This research approach further defines the inner circles of the research onion due to its
characteristics:
•

Structured methodology, that facilitates replicability and reliability,

•

Operationalization of concepts, that enables facts to be measured,

•

Reductionism, that helps understanding complex problems by reducing them to simpler
elements, and

•

Generalisation, that allows claims to be accepted on different sized samples.

METHODOLOGICAL CHOICE
As the main research question consists of two very different elements, conducting a mixed
method research was the best fit to provide in-depth understanding to the problem as well as
the data collected. The two particles required different ways to analysis: the historical
electricity consumption data is a statistic, numerical base for quantitative research and a time31

series analysis, while scenario planning was commitment for qualitative approach given the
storytelling imaginary nature of it.
When applying concurrent mixed methods research (see figure 11), qualitative and quantitative
methods are conducted in two separate steps within a single phase. This helps getting an
affluent and more exhaustive interpretation of the two sets of results compared to a mono
method research design (Saunders et al, 2016.). The sequential explanatory process applied in
the paper also promotes a better understanding and elaboration on the initial set of findings.

Quantitative
data

Quantitative
data

Discussion
of both

Figure 11: Process of concurrent mixed methods, own edit based on Saunders et al, 2016.

In many cases quantitative and qualitative method are regarded to be two ends of a continuum
when applied together in a mixed methods research (as each set of data benefits from analysis
of both kind), but they complement one another in many other ways too:
•

Initiation: examining both sets of data and results helps in better understanding the
research problem,

•

Facilitation: during the research process one method may provide new insights
concerning the other method,

•

Complimentary: using mixed methods promotes elaboration on findings of one set of
data, as they can enhance, clarify, confirm, etc. each other,

•

Interpretation: One method could help us better understand the relationship between
variables emerging from the other method,

•

Generalizability: more complete knowledge can be collected through applying both
methods parallelly,

•

Focus: one of the methods could promote focus on new sets of attributes,

•

Triangulation: combining data helps to confirm if the findings from one method
mutually corroborates the ones from the other method.
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Combining the two methods is also a likely influence of pragmatism, as well as the paper being
an exploratory study. This quality of the research is most detectable on the qualitative data
collection conducted in the paper: the interviews (see in paragraph: Quantitative data).
Exploratory studies are likely to present `How` or `What`- type research questions and would
try to discover or gain insight into a topic. This thesis attempts to map out the advantages and
drawbacks of two very different forecasting techniques and questions if there is value to their
mixed application, if it is possible to do that, and if yes, how.

RESEARCH STRATEGY
As this paper provides an intensive and in-depth inquiry into forecasting and the future of the
energy industry as context, it is a case study, where `case` refers to the dynamics of these
forecasting techniques in a real-life setting. It is important to emphasize, that the focus of this
research is comparing a short-term and a long-term forecasting method and the energy
industry serves as the background for this comparison to ascertain we understand the
dynamics of predicting the future more. While it sets an excellent example, it is not discussed
here to depict an exhaustive picture of the future of it – there would not be enough time, space
and data for that. But, understanding the dynamics of the case means we recognize the
interactions between the subject (forecasting) and the context (energy industry).
As opposed to an experimental study, here we have no control over the contextual variables,
or the number of them as we would in a survey. The genuinely volatile energy industry provides
a real-life setting in which we cannot be sure where the boundaries are between the
phenomenon of forecasting the future and the actual future of the energy market. An in-depth
case study serves well when identifying what is happening and why and when trying to
understand the implications of an event, action or situation (Saunders et al, 2016.). This also
confirms why an explorative study as well as mixed methods are the appropriate choice to
further dive into this topic.
Considering how the energy industry provides the opportunity to observe forecasting, this
paper can be called a single case study. While the thesis does consider whether the findings
can be generalized or not, it does not go in-depth into replicating them in other cases or
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industries, therefore it cannot be graded a multiple case study. Moreover, while the paper
highlights renewable energy – and within that wind power – and electricity consumption on
the demand side, it does discuss the energy industry as a whole. Therefore, it is a holistic case
study. These two aspects interact and promote the time horizon of the paper too.

TIME HORIZON
Throughout the paper the dominant time horizon is longitudinal. The study looks at the energy
industry at certain times, generally discussing the same variables. While there might be some
examples highlighted from certain points in the past, present or the future, these all try to
promote a general principle concerning the phenomenon discussed: the comparison of the
two forecast techniques. Figure 12 showcases the relationship between the two prediction
methods.
In the top half of the figure we can see the statistical, qualitative data-based forecast. This
technique heavily bases its numerical calculations on historical data and generally looks to a
short or mid-term future. Its accuracy depends on various factors, but more variables from a
longer period of the past generally promotes accuracy. The lower half of the figure shows a
drawing of scenario planning. This technique does not necessarily rely on past data, although
that could contribute to the success of this forecast in multiple ways (instead it usually chooses
the present as its base point). On the other hand, scenario planning does generally investigate
a long-term future, regardless of the accuracy of the imaginary future outcomes.
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Figure 12: Illustrative comparison of two different forecast methods, own edit

QUANTITATIVE DATA
The dataset that provided base for the quantitative analysis was downloaded from Kaggle,
which is an easily accessible public database. This is a form of secondary data, as the process
of collecting was not conducted by me (the researcher personally). The dataset was
downloaded in .csv format. The file contains a list of electric energy consumption data in the
US on an hourly basis starting from 1 October 2004 01:00 and the last measurement it
comprises refers to 3 August 2018 0:00. This is a period of almost 14 years with quite frequent,
hourly measurements, providing a sufficient amount of data.
To get more familiar with the historical data, I first conducted some descriptive analytics using
the software Anaconda (see Appendices). After inviting modules numpy and pandas, I printed
some descriptive analytics data from our dataset, such as: the total energy consumption in the
full period of the dataset was 1,879,672,527MW, the minimum hourly consumption was
9,581MW that was utilized on 02-10-2016 and the maximum energy used in one hour was
25,695MW.
The analysis was then continued in Microsoft Office Excel. After importing the .csv file and
adjusting the date format into two separate columns (date and time) I had a time series on
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hand. I created graphs to visualize the data, seeFfigure 13 and 14. This illustrates the
longitudinal nature of the study as well as showcases the time stamps we analysed.

Figure 13: Excel graph containing the energy consumption data from October to December
2½½4, own editing

Figure 14: Excel graph containing the energy consumption from January 2005, own editing
Although the determinative part of the analysis was conducted in Microsoft Office Excel due to
its user-friendly and easily visualisable qualities, I found it important to include Python and
Anaconda, as they provide popular and obvious ways to conduct predictive analytics
nowadays.

QUALITATIVE DATA
In this case the data is a primary source, as it was collected through interviews I conducted on
20/05/2019 with focus on scenario planning. Relying on the quality of the contributions from
those who participate was important to guide the subsequent stage of the project, thus my
plan was to conduct interviews with people working in the energy industry, but preferably at
companies with different core competences, although in positions that had some relation to
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strategy. Table 1 summarises the positions and companies of the interviewees. To gain even
more diverse insight, it could also be interesting to conduct interviews with government and
academic sphere employees working in connection with this field.

Position

Company

Company`s main

Team

activity
Andrei A.

Ørsted

Energy provider

Strategy

Erno B.

Siemens Gamesa

Wind mill

Project

Renewable Energy

manufacturing

Management
Office

Table 1: Positions and companies of interviewees, own editing
The data collection happened through about half an hour long, in-depth individual interviews,
that focused on gaining as much insight into the interviewee`s opinion as possible. As scenario
planning is highly dependent on the imagination of participants. I tried not to limit or influence
the answers and therefore used open-ended questions. The interviews were relatively
unstructured but revolving around the same core concepts. The only guide I used were a set of
clusters defined in World Energy Scenarios published by the World Energy Council in 2013 (see
Figure 15). This set of clusters are the main fields where events could positively or negatively
impact the energy industry future and this list was used to help the interviewees think of
energy scenarios in a more exhaustive manner.
As there is evidence in literature, that conducting interviews with people with different
professions within the same industry provides richer insights (and one of the main points of
scenario planning is to be open-minded and prepare for as many probable outcomes as
possible), it would be interesting to see the scenarios imagined by someone from the academic
environment or government, as they would most likely prioritize different uncertainties. (See
future research suggestions)
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Figure 15: The determined clusters used as an aid during the interviews. Source: World Energy
Council 2013.
In case of the interviews no official coding was conducted – these interviews are illustrative,
and their goal is to gain qualitative insight into opinions, imaginations that can set an example
for the processes within scenario planning that are defined by the literature used in this paper.
Different interview would have resulted in different insights, more interviews would have
probably helped outline patterns or help visualize which future uncertainties are the ones that
are repeatedly highlighted, but for their current purpose in this paper, it is enough that they
are investigated with the tools from the conceptual framework and understood enough to be
able to use it for illustrations in the analysis of the concept of scenario planning.
It is important to mention, that if more interviews were conducted, in a future research, it
would be interesting to include developers from companies of different size and government
officers that participate in policy making. Their experience most probably largely affects their
ways of thinking, perhaps conducting many interviews with different professionals in the
business would also result in some interesting outcomes concerning their biases when it comes
to thinking of future possibilities.
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THE LITERATURE REVIEW AS DATA

As part of the secondary data collection I researched academic literature. When looking for
such articles, books on the topic and empirical studies, my main method was typing in
keywords such as energy industry future, time-series analysis, scenario planning, assessing the
accuracy of forecasts etc. in Google Scholar. To ensure I was reading the most reliable papers,
I first looked for the ones where the number of citations connected to the given study was
available and relatively high (see Appendix 1 for ranking). After reading through such papers, it
was somewhat easier to judge further studies by whether they were repeating the same main
concepts, expanding them or possibly disagreeing with them.

RELIABILITY, VALIDITY, GENERALIZABILITY

Reliability implies that if these methods were to be exactly repeated, any other researcher
would get to the same results. In case of the quantitative analysis, this can be completely true.
A numerical dataset was used, one that can be available for anybody, and the analysis was
conducted with software also available without any relevant limitation. The mathematical and
statistical calculations and operations described in the Analysis section are based on books in
the field, and should be easily repeatable, providing the same result in every case.
On the other hand, the qualitative analysis cannot be completely repeated the same way. Even
interviewing the same people again would likely result in different answers as too many
complex factors have affected the opinions of interviewees. In this thesis the qualitative
analysis (and the quantitative too) are to illustrate concepts in real-life setting. Therefore, while
the implications of the interviews served more than one purpose, their main goal was to set
an example on what uncertainties, steps, methods, impacts, clusters need to be considered in
the process of scenario planning. This aspect of the interviews, meaning this aspect of the
qualitative analysis should be repeatable to great extent.

Validity measures to what extent the analysis corresponds to the real world, while internal
reliability considers how well the analysis measures what it was intended to measure. In this
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aspect it is important to mention that in both types of analysis real-life practical data was
processed

and

consistently

used

throughout

the

paper.

External reliability, as in generalizability examines whether the analysis and most importantly
its measures and implications could be used for other industries, companies, issues. Scenario
planning can be called a general method of strategic thinking, while statistical analysis can also
be applied, where enough valid historical data is available. In my opinion, when used correctly,
the mixed method of these two can provide valuable insight when forecasting the future of
other industries too.
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Analysis
QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

The analysis is based on a dataset, that contains a list of electric energy consumption data in
the US on an hourly basis starting from 1 October 2004 01:00 and ending 3 August 2018 0:00.

To gain a higher level of understanding of the data, I first conducted some descriptive
analytics using the Anaconda (see Appendices). After inviting modules numpy and pandas,
some descriptive analytics were printed from the dataset. E.g.:
•

the total energy consumption in the full period of the dataset was 1879672527MW,

•

the minimum hourly consumption was 9581MW that was utilized on 02-10-2016 and

•

the maximum energy used in one hour was 25695MW.

The analysis was then continued in Microsoft Office Excel. While the program language
Python is very popular in this field and a perfect and easy fit for conducting such forecasts, I
did feel like Misrosoft Office Excel is a very easy-to-follow, visual software, therefore the tieseries-analysis conducted with it is rather reader-friendly.
After importing the .csv file and adjusting the date format into two separate columns (date
and time) I had two columns for the point of time connected to each consumption value. This
made calculations easier with the time series.
To visualize the data, Figure 16 and 17 were created.
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Figure 16: Excel graph containing the energy consumption data from October to December
2004, own editing

Figure 17: Excel graph containing the energy consumption data from January 2005, own
editing
When looking at these forms of time series data, there are some insights that are easier to
notice. One of these could be if the complete line of our data on the graph is elevating or
declining on the long-term or we could see some repetitive patterns (maybe even cycles)
when looking at data in this form.
During the analysis an overall increasing trend became obvious in the energy consumption
and seasonality became obvious over time too.

In the dataset the last energy consumption data refers to the days of August 2018. The
forecast conducted in the analysis starts from here, predicting the next few months of energy
consumption data.
To get that, I created a pivot table that contained the monthly energy consumption (the sum
of all the hourly data within that month) from the beginning of 2016 until August 2018 and
base our forecast on this table. (Although using the whole dataset would have provided more
accurate predictions, for the spend and simplicity of conducting the operations, I decided to
use just a fraction of the dataset.)
Figure 18 shows a screenshot of Excel.
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Figure 18: Time series analysis on our pivot table in Excel, own editing

In the figure, the green cells refer to future months (future compared to where our dataset
ends). To get these results, after calculating the monthly consumption for this period, I
calculated first a moving average, then a central moving average to free the dataset from the
seasonality and irregularity components. Then I calculated the seasonality component (the
respective averages of the different months) and deseasonalized. Following, the trend
component was calculated and finally the forecast (latter as the multiple of the trend
component and the seasonality component). During these calculations a regression analysis
was applied (see in Appendices).
When working with seasonality and trend components in this analysis, the classical
multiplicative model was used:

Yt = St * It * Tt

Where:
Yt was the monthly energy consumption data for each month,
St was the seasonal component,
It was the irregular component and
Tt was the trend component.

The following figures show a visual form of what was calculated.
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Figure 19: The monthly energy consumption from the beginning of 2016, based on our
historical data, source: own editing

Figure 20: own editing
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Figure 21: Monthly energy consumption starting from 2016, complete with the forecasted
period.

In Figure 8 the grey line shows the data that I have forecasted with the model. In the month
that we had historic data for, this measurement is ideal to check if the data that we have
calculated is close enough on the graph to the historical data, while in the month where we
no longer had historical data, the forecast indicated the total monthly energy consumption
for those time periods.

Table 2 comprises the result, the forecasted energy consumption for the month August –
December, 2018.
Results Month

Results from our forecast

2018 August

116364270,7

2018 September

101177237,1

2018 October

104480449,2

2018 November

102342382

2018 December

116540064,1

Table 2: The values calculated for our forecast. Source: own editing

In Table 2 the values calculated in Excel are listed.
As these calculations refer to months that are now well in the past, historical data can be
found that lists the real-life data of the consumption data for this time period (see EIA
statistics in Appendices). While assessing the accuracy of the data forecasted in Excel, I had
to conclude that the historical real-life data I found – while has close-enough values to the
calculated ones - are not punctual enough to tell whether there is significant mistake in the
forecast or not. Once more detailed data can be found, the accuracy of the calculations can
be assessed to a greater extent.

Other sources in the topic usually appraise the punctuality of time series analysis, but there
are many factors that could be taken into consideration when calculating a demand forecast.
These factors could also be the reason for the errors made. These could be weather,
different economical situations of region, the time horizon of the calculation is for etc. Also,
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some calculations are not only based on historical data and statistical calculations, but also
on measurements of the given economy, such as the expected populational growth and GDP
projections. Thus, errors in the GDP or the population forecast can also mean errors in the
expected demand for energy.
As listed in the literature review, these are (among others) the reason why it would be
beneficial to use a mixed method of scenario planning and time-series analysis.

QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
As analysis of the qualitative data collected, this thesis discusses the most important
thoughts that were mentioned during the interviews and collects examples on what would be
important to look at if scenario planning was actually conducted – looking at the global
energy industry future with the interviewees as participants.
While in this research an actual scenario planning process is not modelled from beginning to
end (could be done by accepting for example Schoemaker`s 10-step model and follow it with
the qualitative data from the interviews), some of the most important aspects about the
method (detailed in the literature review) are highlighted. Which clusters are identified as the
source of most significant uncertainties, what the interviewees could imagine having huge
positive or negative impacts on the energy industry`s future, what would they find important
in terms of method in going through a scenario planning process etc. are listed below.

One of the most important aspects that were mentioned in both interviews, is that a huge
advantage of scenario planning, is that it helps organizations be proactive rather than
reactive. Its serious limitation though is that even after prioritizing variables, not all the
possible outcomes can be assessed – simplification needs to be conducted in order for the
model to be usable.
Table3 shows which 5 of the clusters used in the interviews the interviewees found most
important.
Most important
clusters – Andrei
A.

Most important
cluters – Erno B.
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1 (most

Government and

Technology

important)

role of state

developments

2

Global economics Global economics

3

Energy efficiency

4

5

Security of
supply
Energy prices

China and India
Energy Efficiency
Competition for
resources

Table 3: Ranking of the most important 5 clusters according to the interviewees. Source: own
editing
As seen in Table 3, some of the clusters are the same on both interviewee`s top 5 list. In a
real scenario-creating situation these clusters were surely ones the participants would have
to look at (ones that most of them agree on). On the other hand, some of these are different
– the cause for different opinions could come from the fact that the professional experience
or the company the interviewees work in are different – again, having more participants
would provide even more interesting and exhausting insights.
Both interviewees mentioned it as a challenge, there also must be a limit in the number of
variables examined – in order to have the model simplified enough to understand and
properly worked with – therefore variables would also have to be prioritized. Again, different
participants of different professions would probably find different variables most important
for example variables from economy, policies etc. It is likely that people would concentrate
most on and prioritize the variables they are most familiar with.
Having more participants is not just beneficial because more ground can be covered in terms
of thinking of more relevant possibilities, but also because the resulting scenarios should
describe generally different future outcomes and not stories that revolve around the same
theme.
Some futures imagined during the interviews were:
•

Going forward, customers will not necessarily pay more for one specific renewable, as
there will be multiple different sources available, one not necessarily having any
added value to the customer compared to the other
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•

Government subsidy will be less and less, companies will have to seek more financially
efficient solutions and other sources of investment

•

As time goes on, technical solutions are getting more common, wind power is getting
cheaper to produce, there will be more competitors on the market

•

One of the great challenges remain, how supply and demand meet each other on the
grid. Will there be any efficient energy storage solutions? Could better forecast solve
this problem?

•

High uncertainty – what will some huge actors on the market decide (China and India)

Other interesting aspects discovered during the interviews:
•

While conducting scenario planning, it is important to keep in mind where our
organization wants to be positioned within the value chain

•

Input vs historical data based speculation: for instance, resource planning within
Siemens Gamesa is based on estimates by project managers. Instead, it would be a
better solution to look at “lessons learnt” from older project and make predictions
with statistical operations based on historical data

•

Where would it even be available to look at numerical/historical data when
considering scenarios? There are some areas, such as environmental policies, results
of elections, where it is just simply not possible

•

Scenario planning could mean the difference between being re-active and pro-active.
Conducted the right way, it could help prepare for possible future outcomes

•

Also have to keep in mind in what areas can we make accurate forecasts, and to
accept that some areas are just too uncertain to be forecasted.

•

How could capacity for backlog projects be optimized using better forecasting
methods?

•

No standard operating procedure nor mass customization is in place, the industry is
very young, it would be important to focus on lessons learnt and scenario planning (as
we could see it in the literature review) is a great tool for organizational development
and learning

•

Keeping in mind the specificities of the industry is indispensable – for example there is
a huge penalty if something is not delivered on time – which is also a reason why
better-quality forecasts are needed.
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Discussion
ANSWERING THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
•

How is it beneficial to combine a statistical forecasting method with scenario planning?

Scenario planning often applies inputs based on speculation or imagination. Pulling in statistical data
where available would minimize the speculation factor and elevate the standard of the possible future
outcomes.
Time-series analysis tends to get less accurate the larger the time horizon gets. This may be a cause of
it not assessing possible changes such as technology, resource availability etc. Simply forwarding trends
based on only a few data (such as annual growth, trend, GDP) is not providing reliable results on the
long run. Combining it with scenario planning would help concentrating on events that could deter the
numbers and the combined method could instead look at cases from the past where similar events
went down. For example, if other energy resources would get more expensive (something that has
surely happened before), how would that affect the demand for wind power? Looking at how and to
what extent such event deterred historical data would provide better future predictions than simply
deciding whether the affect will be positive or negative from our point of view.
All in all, the advantages of combining the two methods would be reaching higher level of accuracy,
minimizing speculations with no trustworthy foundations (thus eliminating biases to some extent),
being able to look farther ahead in the future and still keeping the method relatively simple but based
on a better prioritization of impacts and variables looked at.

•

What challenges does the use of the combined method propose?

There is a limit set by how much data (and what quality) is available in terms of the time horizons and
variables prioritized. For example, there is no available numerical historical data on the result of
elections.
The process itself would take longer, as there has to be time assigned to collecting historical data and
analyzing it when questions about it arises.

GENERALIZATION
It is important to highlight, that in order to access the accuracy of the techniques used, time has to
pass. First, because the events discussed in scenario planning are future events compared to today.
Second, the statistical predictions also need time to be assessed, as they can only be compared to
real-life data when we reach the time horizon it was forecasted for. Assessing forecasts from the past
though might provide great help in identifying mistakes and inaccuracies in forecasting methods in
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statistical techniques. In scenario planning that would provide less help to optimize the process but
could be useful nonetheless to promote the importance of learning from the previous conductions.
Once we have more information on the accuracy (and validity and reliability) of the mixed method,
more information can be obtained about the generalization. However, as nor scenario planning, nor
time-series analysis have limits on their content or variables etc. – any industry (especially volatile
ones) or company could benefit from the use of the mixed method.

IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE
Hereby two of the most interesting challenges that have emerged during the interviews are listed:

1. Wind power industry is quite young and, in many aspects, would benefit a lot from
developing standard operating procedures. To achieve this, it has to focus on lessons
learnt and best practices from previous projects conducted and scenario planning –
being a great tool for organizational learning – would promote that
2. In connection to the previous thought, the inputs in scenario planning need to be
assessed. Better quality predictions could be achieved if the input data at the starting
point of scenario planning were historical data based instead of random speculation.
One implication if this is that it would be worth it to pull in statistical data where
available and build on that.
Also, the variables assessed throughout the scenario planning process need to be
prioritized to keep the method simple (in order to fulfil its general role as a tool for
strategic thinking and organizational learning it needs to be understandable and
simple). The quality of the outcomes could be elevated if the prioritization of variables
were not based on subjective opinions but based on assessment of historical data: in
cases where something similar (to the defined future event) happened before, the
statistical data around that past event needs to be examined. In the prediction
process, those variables should be prioritized, that were the most affected in the past
by a similar event. Obviously, there is a limit to the application of this – data
availability.

Repeating some of the thoughts that emerged during the interviews again:

•

Quite different results could be achieved when combining statistical data analysis
with scenario planning, discrepancy could point to something fundamental
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•

Mix of truth could be achieved as a result – one part of it will be a qualitative state of
opinion, but that could be better quality, if less of the factors considered throughout
the process were simply based on speculation

•

All in all, they could certainly complement each other.

Conclusion

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
As emphasized in the conceptual framework section, scenario planning is a method developed
predominantly by practitioners, therefore lacks solid theoretical foundation. Consequently, many
articles and books conclude the same definition and process description about it, leaving gray areas
while repeating each other. This report tries to be exhaustive about the literature available, but it is
hard to maintain a clear storyline and understandable structure when the empirical studies at hand are
like described.
In connection with this limitation, this report builds predominantly on literature. However, more reallife input (for instance from more interviews conducted) could provide better illustration to the main
concept, as well as better results. As a continuation to this paper, it would be of great value, to actually
depict scenarios based on the uncertainties and impacts speculated in the interviews conducted. Seeing
the scenario planning process as an example from beginning to end would also better capture the parts
where statistical data and analysis would be benefited from in a highly complementary manner.

FUTURE WORK
In future research it would be interesting to model scenario planning with more participants, with
regards to their professions being as described in the conceptual framework and as It was mentioned
in the first interview – having more workers from companies within the same industry but with
different core activities, and with their professions being from different fields – in this case I would
suggest from academic environment, government policy making, manufacturing company and energy
provider company. It might also show an interesting difference if people in engineering and
development have scenarios created that are then compared to future stories formed by strategy and
portfolio focused professionals.
Also, for future research I suggest investigating the depths of the described mixed method further.
While creating more and more future storylines, more aspects could be discovered where using
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statistical data would add in value. Most importantly listing past events and how their occurrence
changed different types of numerical data has to be examined.
Another interesting aspect to consider would be auditing the biases affecting strategic thinking. It
would be of great value to see whether these biases can be eliminated or not. In connection with this
issue – it would be intriguing to see if this same method could be conducted in a different way – by
computers, While computer based strategic thinking techniques has the disadvantage that they are
too complex and consider too many variables ending up with results hard to understand and prioritize
– AIs could be programmed to follow the rules of scenario planning and at the same time search
enormous amounts of historical data to see if any events listed as future uncertainty has anything
similar to them that already happened in the past, and if yes, what other variables were affected by
them and in what ways
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Links

Cover page picture:
https://www.google.com/search?q=wind+power&rlz=1C1GCEB_enDK844DK844&source=lnms&tbm=
isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwijppa6yMviAhXysHEKHa9dC8sQ_AUIECgB&biw=1536&bih=706#imgrc=wgV
7iqKsOmUgRM:
Historical timeline of energy industry events:
https://alternativeenergy.procon.org/view.timeline.php?timelineID=000015
Data source on Kaggle:
https://www.kaggle.com/robikscube/hourly-energy-consumption?fbclid=IwAR3iDlf0fMh__bBi2DIXLOcu_2L1lxirVEsWQbe1D1c2jLMrdWhwF7lzW8#AEP_hourly.csv
eia.com → energy outlooks and statistics:
https://www.eia.gov/

List of appendices
1. Interview notes
2. Qualitative analysis
a. Calculations in Anaconda
b. Calculations in Excel
3. EIA historical data on US energy consumption
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